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From The Editor………
I’ve never done this, before. I try to keep my
place at the end, but this edition, so largely about
the burning topic of the day, seems demand an
editorial and I have usurped Fr Paul from his top
spot. It won’t happen again!
Russia is not the power it was. Under
communism the “Russian bulldozer” crushed
Nazi Germany on the ground in 1944 and 1945.
As they rolled across occupied Europe they
established an empire of client states under
puppet governments. Their power grew as a
result of their own dynamism, espionage and
some ill-advised export of advanced Western
technology. Any state which fell out of line was
punished: Hungary in 1957, The Prague Spring –
the tanks rolled in, it was all over in days. In
Afghanistan the flagging regime over-reached
itself and the disintegration of the once mighty
empire ruled from Moscow followed. The
Communist government collapsed. Russia
opened up to the west. The Cold War seemed
over and NATO relaxed as Russia, now the rump
of a collapsed empire dissolved into a basket
case. The “Peace Dividend” had arrived, and we
got down to what we like to do best – trade, make
money, go on holiday.
There is nothing so dangerous as a wounded
animal, or an empire in dissolution. Another
disappointed, disillusioned and fundamentally
corrupt dictator got himself into power through
an allegedly democratic process; retrenched,
bided his time, snatched what he could when he

Ukraine: An Eastern
Perspective
We are indebted to Sheila for this first hand report which has also appeared in eNews. I reproduce it
here with her permission.
I spent time last week in Hungary finding out about the situation on the ground for Ukrainians as they
leave their country and enter another life, their hope is for a short time only. Finding out what their
wishes and needs are… and how we can help them.
For some of this time I was in a border arrivals help centre, which is a community centre and a series
of tents in the small Hungarian border town of Barabás where those arriving in cars, buses or on foot
are directed. I also spent some time at the border railway town of Zahony, and also at the Western
Railway Station in Budapest, the arrival places for those travelling by train.
Caritas Hungary and lots of other agencies were at all these locations: food and drink, accommodation
advice, transport advice, legal and translation services, medical and veterinary care, information about
other countries refugee policies, reflection and prayer spaces…. I can’t begin to describe how much
was available to those arriving at all times of the day and night in a steady stream, not a flood
now/yet… but a steady stream of women and children and elderly people… hoping for sanctuary for
a short time before they can return to their country.

I met two sisters, both English speakers. The younger had travelled from Kviv where she had been at
university and was en-route to Turkey to stay with the family of friends; non-English/Ukrainian
speaking but she was sure she would cope. Her first visit outside of Ukraine, her first airplane flight.
The elder was on her third trip out of Ukraine in 2 weeks accompanying family members and friends
on the difficult 48 hour journey to safety. She has since returned to Lviv, where she is volunteering as
a translator. She speaks English, Russian and Ukrainian and 4 other languages. Their parents are in
eastern Ukraine in a Russian occupied area, thankfully with no shelling at the moment. They have
food and water there, but no medical supplies and only intermittent power. They have very limited
communication with their daughters and are prevented from leaving, from protesting, from living a
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could and the world, once again just watched.
In Ukraine, there has emerged a nation
determined to resist, and a leader I can only
describe as heroic has risen, all unexpectedly, to
the occasion. Putin has not been stopped, but he
has been sharply punished. The outcome is
uncertain, the military odds remain stacked
firmly in Russia’s favour; intervention could
result in a planetary disaster. The man in the
Kremlin is not rational, at least not in the sense
we would understand the word.

normal life. Both girls are anxious, both girls are determined. Both girls are proud to be Ukrainian.
Both girls are the ages of my younger nieces.
This is the experience of just one Ukrainian family… one of hundreds of thousands of families.
(Sheila Wade)

We wait.
However, we are not powerless to help.
Adversity has drawn NATO, many of whose
members have been casually neglecting defence
for decades, together at last. Help, in the form of
Western armaments, the means to resist, is
provided, and more is on the way. Sanctions on
trade and international condemnation hurt the
aggressor and the humiliation of Russian forces
makes Putin’s wavering allies think carefully
before they commit their support. Most of all, we
can reach out to the suffering civilians and the
refugees from this bloodbath and offer them
relief: food, clothing, medical supplies and, most
effectively, money.
This war is very far from over, but it is not the
walkover The Kremlin expected. Ukraine’s cities
hold out despite the carnage of the dreadful
bombardments inflicted on them. Russian morale
is low. They are having to stiffen their troops by
putting commanders in the firing line. Russian
equipment has let them down, they are not
equipped for the conditions they are fighting in,
their logistics are a mess, their casualties, many
of which are sadly among the teenage conscripts
Putin denied he was employing, are heavy.
Above all, the Ukrainian defence is unrelenting.
The Man in the Kremlin wasn’t expecting this!
Support Ukraine!

Fr Paul Says…..

Chris, the editor of ‘Forty Days and Forty
Nights’, sent his usual reminder that my
introductory piece was due ‘before the 25th
March’ - earlier than usual because of my
isolation prior to hospital visits.
The 25th March is the Solemnity of the
Annunciation of the Lord and is an important day
for us all. It revolves around the narrative in St.

A peaceful Lvov

Ukraine: A Legal Perspective
International law, as a practical discipline, does not deal much in absolutes. It is sometimes said that
war is, of itself, an internationally unlawful act. It is not, but the Russian Federation’s invasion of
Ukraine is unlawful, both in its essential purpose and in the manner in which it is being conducted.
A fundamental obligation of States is set out in Article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter, which
forbids States from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence
of any State. It seems self-evident that the “special military operation” against Ukraine is directed at
each of the protected values in this paragraph and represents a blatant breach of one of the Charter’s
most solemn obligations by none other than a Permanent Member of the Security Council.
Furthermore, international humanitarian law (or the law of war, as it used to be called) contains
extensive rules as to how armed conflicts should be conducted, once they have broken out. Vast
libraries have been written on this topic, but much of the law can be reduced to two principles. The
first is that civilians and civilian property must be distinguished from military personnel and
objectives, and that the former can only be lawfully attacked if they have been transformed into
legitimate military objectives (e.g. if occupied by fighting forces for military purposes, such as lookout
positions or strongholds); this is the principle of discrimination (discrimination being, oddly, a good
thing in this context!). The second principle is that of proportionality, namely that, in achieving a
military objective, a commander may only use the minimum of force necessary to achieve that
objective (which must of course be a legitimate objective according to the principle of discrimination).
These principles are sometimes, indeed often, more difficult to apply in practice than you might think,
although both should be easier to comply with in these days of sophisticated guided weapons such as
cruise missiles and smart bombs. Once again, it would appear that the Russian forces, as least after the
initial stages of the conflict, have transgressed both of these principles. The conscious targeting of
residential and commercial districts of several Ukrainian cities, a tactic familiar from the Syrian
conflict, is clearly a branch of the principle of discrimination and the scale of the destruction in
Mariupol, for example, is unquestionably beyond what is required to secure any legitimate military
objective. Indeed, it probably correct to categorise much of the “special military operation” as
constituting war crimes or perhaps crimes against humanity and the entire operation itself as the crime
of aggression. These terms are extensively defined in the treaty establishing the International Criminal
Court (the Rome Statute), but this largely reproduces the former customary international law.

So what can be done about
bringing the perpetrators of
these unlawful acts to
justice? Let us start with
President Putin. War crimes
(such as the illegal targeting
of civilians, etc) are
sometimes difficult to pin on
the Head of a combatant
State, as it must be shown
that the accused had
“command responsibility”
for the outrage in question, which involves proof of a good deal of precise knowledge and awareness
of the particular circumstances. Mr Putin may well have the necessary awareness (increasingly likely
in view of the social media footage available), but the case is easier to make against battlefield
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Luke’s Gospel (Luke 1.26-38) in which the angel
Gabriel was sent to Mary who was living in the
Galilean town of Nazareth. Gabriel announced to
Mary that she had been chosen to become the
mother of the ‘Most High’, whom, at his
circumcision would be called Jesus. Quite
understandably, Mary was puzzled because, as
she put it herself “I am a virgin”. Gabriel
explained that she would become the mother of
the Son of God through the power of the Holy
Spirit.

fra Angelico Annunciation

Mary’s response gives us much food for thought
and underpins the importance of the 25th March
and the celebration of the Annunciation. As we
listen to Luke’s account it is easy to miss the
deeper implications of what happened. The
temptation is to pass over Mary’s response to the
angel, thinking that she had to say what she did
because she was overpowered by the presence of
the angel: “Here I am the servant of the Lord; let
it be with me according to our word.” To think
that she was overpowered or forced into her
response would be a mistake. Mary responded to
the angel in perfect freedom, in prayer and in
faith with all the uncertainty that any human
decision involves. The celebration of the
Annunciation is really the celebration of the
incarnation of the Word of God, who took flesh
in Mary’s womb. We must thank Mary for that
because she made possible the birth of Jesus and
the completion of God’s purpose in creation
which Jesus achieved. It says something about
the nature of God and of his relationship with
creation and humanity that it all depended on the
assent of a Jewish woman from Nazareth. It
could not be any other way because God never
forces human beings to do anything but waits
patiently for our response in faith.
The significance of the Annunciation of the Lord
to Mary is reflected in the number of churches
dedicated to Mary in both the Anglican and
Catholic traditions: Fordingbridge is a good
example. Salisbury Cathedral is dedicated to
Mary as well. It’s significance, though, goes
beyond church tradition into the life of the nation.
I was reading recently, in one of Ken Follett’s
novels, that mediaeval builders would only start
using mortar after the 25th March when there
would be less danger of frosts. In my former
parish of Alresford, I had to keep the 25th March
free each year because that was the day of the
‘Tichborne Dole’ and it still happens every year.
The 25th March is one of the ‘quarter days’ when
servants were hired, school terms started, rents
were dues and legal processes completed.
And then there is the tax year which begins on
the 6th April. In the old British Calendar, based
on the older Roman versions, the beginning of
the New Year and the tax year was the 25th March
but the old calendars did not coincide with the
solar calendar and days were lost, so the tax date

commanders on the spot. How about the crime of aggression, then? This, which stems from the
Nuremberg Tribunals, looks a sound bet, particularly as the treaty specifically refers to the accused
having political control of the State in question, but there is a jurisdictional problem. The International
Criminal Court (ICC) only applies to States Parties to the Rome Statute. Russia used to be a Party, but
withdrew after its actions in the Crimea where criticised by the ICC; Ukraine is not a Party either, but
it has twice submitted to the ICC’s jurisdiction and the second time it did so in an open-ended fashion,
although this is not free from doubt. Another possible ground for jurisdiction is when a crime is
referred to the ICC, not by a State Party, but by the UN Security Council. An amendment to the Rome
Statute requires the Prosecutor to seek a Security Council Resolution before proceeding with an
aggression case, but that route is likely to be blocked by the Russian veto. The ICC is not completely
stymied, though. The Prosecutor (who, incidentally, is British, Karrim Khan QC) can start an
investigation on his own initiative, but in this case he has also been requested by over 40 States Party
to investigate what crimes have been committed in Ukraine and who might be prosecuted in respect
of them. This is likely to exert a certain amount of political pressure, but, in the short term, not much
more.
Several prominent international lawyers (and Gordon Brown!) have suggested creating an ad hoc
criminal tribunal on the Nuremberg model, which would certainly avoid some of the above problems,
but who would set up,and oversee it? The UN ? There have been very successful examples of such
tribunals for Former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, etc, but they are usually established by the
Security Council, so the veto issue arises again.
In the absence of regime change in Russia, it seems unlike that Mr Putin will stand in the dock any
time soon in The Hague or elsewhere. He may find it difficult to travel outside Russia, though, as may
many of his colleagues and commanders. There is also another element. Some countries have used
their own national courts to prosecute war criminals who happen to be within their jurisdiction; a
recent example involved a Syrian intelligence officer convicted of war crimes in Germany.
(Malcolm Forster)

Ukraine Humanitarian Appeal
At least 3 million people have fled their homes to escape conflict in Ukraine. Please
donate !
As we watch in horror at the events unfolding in Ukraine, we grieve for those who have lost their
lives; Ukrainians and the young Russian soldiers. It has, of course, resulted in a massive humanitarian
disaster, not seen since the second world war. Millions of Ukrainians have now lost their homes and
are displaced. Millions have fled the country, the number goes up daily, most going to Poland but
many going to other neighbouring countries too, all of which have been incredibly generous in their
response. There are still more who, either because they cannot, or because they don’t want to leave
their homeland, are displaced in Ukraine itself.
When I looked to see what was being done by CAFOD I was heartened to see the immediate response
to the need for help. CAFOD is part of Caritas International and works with local groups and charities
to provide aid on the ‘ground floor’ so to speak. To do this rapidly, the best response is to make money
available. Many other groups are putting together bundles and convoys of clothes, sleeping bags, etc.
which, while excellent in fulfilling a need, necessarily take time to arrive and then need sorting and
distributing. Both responses provide that two-pronged approach to aid so desperately needed.
The annual Lenten Family Fast Day was a timely event to raise needed funds for CAFOD’s
emergencies fund.
What, specifically, is being done for the Ukraine war relief? Scouring the CAFOD website I see that
there are some inventive and much needed interventions happening funded by CAFOD.
Father Vyacheslav Grynevych is the Director of Caritas-Spes in Ukraine itself. He has been organising
food for people waiting at the borders to leave the country. He said, ‘My colleagues are working day
and night. We are trying to respond to this situation as fast as we can.’
Another initiative is to provide therapy for traumatised children by giving them safe places to talk,
play and paint together. One of the therapists is Maria who is part of Caritas Boryslav in Ukraine said,
‘Many children start painting with black paint - really scary things. But then they start to add other
colours."
Lenten Lunches in Ringwood and the Big Lenten Lunch in Fordingbridge are collecting donations for
CAFOD
Prayer is so important! Both our Ringwood and Fordingbridge churches have held Candlelit Prayer
vigils for Ukraine which have been well supported by parishioners and other church communities have
joined us too. It was very moving and powerful to feel the combined spirit of prayer on both occasions.
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was moved to the 6th April to ensure that no days,
and no income, were last from the treasury.
“Maiden yet a mother,
Daughter of thy Son,
High beyond all otherLowlier is none;
Thou the consummation
Planned by God’s decree,
When our lost creation
Nobler rose in thee.”
(From a hymn by Dante Alighieri)

Bishop Philip urges us to pray the Rosary. The Pope has made a World Day of Prayer for Ukraine.
All these things together are things we can do to help CAFOD/Caritas to make a difference and show
our solidarity with the people of Ukraine.
(Helen Eales)

Gardener’s Corner
Tulips and Love:

Reading Recommendations
I’ve been in Hungary on Caritas business this
month …but there is a connection with
gardening for 40 Days and 40 nights And here
it is: the national flower of Hungary is the tulip,
and with April just around the corner, I thought
this month we might have a quick look at tulips.

Klara and The Sun
Klara is an AF (Artificial Friend) and we find her
at the beginning of the novel in a store for AFs,
waiting, like the other AFs, for a child to select
her, and to pressurise his or her parents to buy
them. They are highly intelligent, lifelike, and
derive their nourishment from the sun.

Back to Hungary for just a moment: as the
national flower, the tulip appears in Hungarian
folk art quite frequently. The Hungarians are
proud of their ancestry which is a bit
mysterious … as is the origins of their language
which has very little relationship with any other
European language… makes it a little hard to
learn, but I am persevering.

Klara is chosen by Josie,
who promises her that
she will be treated well
and allowed to stay in her
bedroom (and ‘not in a
cupboard like the other
AFs’). However, Josie is
sick, and Josie’s mother
has a strange plan in the
event
of
Josie’s

Hungarian folk art reflects their ancestry and if
you get away from the main tourist shops in
Budapest, with the obligatory bright coloured
embroidery, and into the quieter country areas,
you can still find authentic examples of folk art,
which include a lot of flower symbols
…including the tulip. Might the tulip motif and
the Hungarian ancestry have something in
common? The answer is yes quite possibly

death.......
The children in this book study independently on
their ‘oblongs’ (a experience familiar to today’s
generation of schoolchildren). As a result, they
have to learn how to socialise with other children
at ‘interaction meetings’.
With the development of AI and the increasing
isolation of children, this world will surely not be
long coming.
Kazuo Ishiguro’s latest book is now out in
paperback. Although set in the near future, it is
not science fiction. The world it depicts is
alarmingly possible.

Shirley Hughes died a couple of weeks ago aged
94. We have all read Shirley Hughes’ books, with
their illustrations of gorgeous untidy normal
children and slightly harassed adults, to our
children and grandchildren, and even read books
illustrated by her when we were children
(Dorothy Edwards’ Naughty Little Sister books
among others).
Her most famous book , ‘Dogger’, presents a
scenario every parent dreads - a favourite soft toy
is lost in a playground. The ensuing sleepless
nights are not good. A title my children enjoyed
was ‘Everyone Helps’ about two small children
and a toddler enjoying a thrilling day being cared
for by a teenage boy.

Tulips grow wild over much of the Near East and centra Asia, and the original Magyars are thought
to have come from central Asia. Did the Magyar tribesmen bring them with them as they moved into
the Carpathian Basin in Eastern Europe? Or did the tulip come into Hungary via the Ottoman Empire
conquest of eastern Europe including Hungary? Either or both I should think.
The Ottoman Empire had a period of its history called the Tulip Era from 1718 to 1730, where tulips
were much prized, and symbolised wealth and possession. Turkish Airlines still pop an image of a
tulip on their planes from time to time.
Tulips certainly were introduced into western Europe from the Ottoman court and in the 17th century
Tulip Mania rapidly took hold, particularly in Holland. There is a variety of tulip called Rembrandt
tulips after the artist Rembrandt, who was very partial to these in his still life compositions.
The tulip as a folk-art symbol also spread via Europe into the New World and forms an important
motif notably in the art of the Pennsylvania Dutch (German…Deutz) communities. So why is the tulip
the national flower of Hungary… and why is it so popular in folk-art cultures throughout the world?
Well… it’s all about love. In Hungary and in many cultures, it is not the rose that is the symbol of
love…in these countries the tulip is the symbol of love. A solitary flower, and depending on the colour,
different types of love. A red tulip is the declaration of love, yellow represents declared hopeless love,
whereas white represents worthiness or forgiveness. Variegated flowers with multi colours are used
to express admiration for someone’s beautiful eyes.
So, there you have it… a quick tip toe through the tulips… there are many more complex symbolisms
within tulips as a folk art motif but let’s stay with love at the moment. As we get into Spring this year,
we can certainly do with more love around the world.
(Sheila Wade)

Meanwhile, On The Home Front:
My garden faces south west and I have a sheltered area due to the bungalow and a long cob wall.
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But it is Alfie
who we will
remember. In
Alfie Gets in
First,
Alfie
rushes into the
house after a
shopping trip
and
locks
himself
in.
Adults peer anxiously though the keyhole,
muttering encouraging comments to Alfie and
trying not to panic. It all ends happily with a tea
party which includes the milkman and the
window cleaner.

This means that a pear and plum are in flower which can be a disadvantage as not many bees around
yet and nights are often very cold. I may need to do some
fertilising with a fine brush.
Tomato seedlings are progressing well in the conservatory
and the autumn planted broad beans which at one stage I
was thinking of adding to the compost have survived and
even look healthy with plenty of flowers.
Last weekend I planted dwarf sunflower and dwarf sweet
pea seed in pots in my greenhouse (unheated). These
should look good in tubs in the summer. I also planted pots
of pea and lettuce seeds. The lettuce seedlings I had
carefully nurtured and planted out in the raised beds fell
foul of a ball and four paws! I am trying hard this year to plant seeds at different intervals so hopefully
will get a succession.
Quite a few of the autumn geranium cuttings and plants have survived the winter so am now watering
them. Not so hopeful of the standard fuchsia but this was its third winter with me. I have also started
lightly watering the begonia corms that I brought into the greenhouse after the first frost. I never bring
the dahlia tubers in -just cut them down and ignore. I bought a new dahlia tuber last week and I think
I’ll not wait to May to plant it but will do it soon
(Barbara Geatrell)

Syrian Refugees
Kyiv Cathedral

Poetry Please!
Pam Ayres is the same age as me. We used to
go to the same folk music club in The Bell at
Ducklington when I was at college. She used to
read her ‘poems’. We all had to chip in and sing
songs. Some were musicians – some weren’t!
The last time I saw her she was behind the
wheel of a Rolls Royce.

The Syrian refugee family remain stalled while
paperwork is prepared and collected. Because of
the technicalities the earliest date we can expect
them to arrive is 5th of May when seats to
Heathrow are available.
As soon as more information is available, I’ll
publish it here.

Here's one of her poems:
Oh, I wish I'd looked after me teeth,
And spotted the perils beneath,
All the toffees I chewed,
And the sweet sticky food,
Oh, I wish I'd looked after me teeth.

I wish I'd been that much more willin'
When I had more tooth there than fillin'
To pass up gobstoppers,
From respect to me choppers
And to buy something else with me shillin'.

When I think of the lollies I licked,
And the liquorice allsorts I picked,
Sherbet dabs, big and little,
All that hard peanut brittle,
My conscience gets horribly pricked.

My Mother, she told me no end,
"If you got a tooth, you got a friend"
I was young then, and careless,
My toothbrush was hairless,
I never had much time to spend.
Oh I showed them the toothpaste all right,
I flashed it about late at night,
But up-and-down brushin'
And pokin' and fussin'

(David Saunders)

Cookery Corner
BLUEBERRY, ORANGE AND POLENTA
CAKE

125g margarine/butter
125g sugar
1 large orange – grated rind and 3 tablespoons
juice
75g polenta (or semolina)
75g self raising flour

Fabulous Forest
What, if any,
changes
have
been noticeable
in the New
Forest
during
March?
The
most noticeable
are the gorse
bushes
which
are now in full
bloom and being
enjoyed as a
food source by
the ponies. The recent very wet spell has resulted
in a general very green appearance due to grass
and moss.
Mosses are often ignored but play a very
important role as are one of the first colonisers of
bare ground,absorb large quantities of water
providing a humid habitat for many invertebrates
which are the food source for many animals. If
you look at mosses carefully you will notice there
they are not all the same - there are around 1,000
species of bryophytes (mosses and liverworts) in
the UK. Sphagnum,often known as the bog moss
is used by many florists and is a good indicator of
where not to walk!

Today as I crossed from one trail to another I
noticed a bright orange colour amongst the grass
- a lichen. A good find, even my interest in the
ground did puzzle Jester!
(Barbara Geatrell)
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Didn't seem worth the time... I could bite!

If I'd known I was paving the way,
To cavities, caps and decay,
The murder of fiIlin's
Injections and drillin's
I'd have thrown all me sherbet away.

So I lay in the old dentist's chair,
And I gaze up his nose in despair,
And his drill it do whine,
In these molars of mine,
"Two amalgum," he'll say, "for in there."

How I laughed at my Mother's false teeth,
As they foamed in the waters beneath,
But now comes the reckonin'
It's me they are beckonin'
Oh, I wish I'd looked after me teeth.

1 teaspoon baking powder
50g ground almonds
150g blueberries
2 eggs – beaten
Pistachios - chopped
Syrup
50g sugar
1 orange - 3 tablespoons juice
Cream together margarine, sugar and rind until
light and fluffy
Mix polenta, flour, baking powder and ground
almonds in bowl
Combine the egg with the 2 mixes – beat well
until smooth
Stir in 3 tablespoons juice
Place mix in 9 inch round greased and lined
baking tin (springform tin ideal) – sprinkle
some of blueberries on top
Bake on no 3 for 35-40 minutes until well risen
– skewer test

(Pam Ayres)

Downton Church

Make syrup – mix sugar with juice in bowl
Remove cake from tin and lining paper
Place on cooling rack over plate and skewer top
several times
Drizzle over syrup and sprinkle pistachios –
leave to cool
Sprinkle over more of the blueberries
This moist cake can be served with a dollop of
mascarpone or cream if desired
Optional – add orange rind to syrup and/or
mascarpone
(Janet Arden and Teresa Basham)

The small Downton chapel has been in much use
recently. There has been a Mass in Time of War
twice – Thursday 17 February and Thursday 17
March, the latter coinciding with St Patrick’s
Day. As a result, the congregation celebrated the
day after Mass on the 17th with a mix of Guinness
and champagne.
In addition, the chapel also hosted the Churches
Together in Downton Ash Wednesday service on
2nd March. The service was led by a deacon from
Salisbury and the sermon preached by the Baptist
minister, Philip Rhodes.

Odessa Steps

End Bits
Thank you all! Am hugely gratified to have
written practically none of this issue myself! A
great relief all round, and many thanks
particularly to Sheila and Malcolm for their
informed contributions.
I never expected two years ago to be editing an
edition like this, although I have long thought that
Europe was no longer taking NATO and
maintaining a strong defensive capability
seriously. History shows that an empire in
dissolution is always a fearsome creature and
today we have NBC issues to take into account as
well! Sadly, you have to stay ahead of the game.
I have inserted, at random, a number of
photograph from a peaceful Ukraine from the
internet..
To send money to support Ukraine, Google
Ukraine Humanitarian Appeal.
On a much more cheerful note, I have just got
back from a leading a tower tour where a bunch
of lads from a school in Newbury were brought
on a visit by half a dozen priests on secondment
from The States, none of whom could have been
forty, and some a good deal less!

In view of what is happening in the Ukraine a
small place of prayer has been created in the
chapel. It is very simple but also very prayerful.
There is a Mass in the chapel at 6-30 pm on the
third Thursday of every month and a Service of
the Word on Zoom at 6-30 pm on every Tuesday.
If anyone would like to join us for either of these
you would be very welcome, and you will see
several
familiar
faces!!!
Contact
jpelliott@btinternet if you want to join us.
(John Elliot)
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